
25-XII-1970, Friday, Christmas Day, KATMANDU (p 328)
words: 4,983

Orion was overhead, Venus, Jupiter, and the crescent moon made an equilateral 
triangle in the East, and the mountains were shading lighter and lighter gray. A 
thick mist sat in the valley towards the mountain and the East reddened. The sun 
eventually came up very bright, not a red ball like sunset. He mountains’ tops 
turned white one by one, though; Everest and Kitchinjunga’s tiny west faces 
remained gray, the clouds over Everest went pink and exploded. As the sun rose 
the mists thinned a little. The snowline seemed a sharp curve on all the tops. Pat 
made onion-cheese omelets and we fed everyone. Mike took snaps. We handed 
out money to a small kid who followed us back to the cabin; though he wanted 
clothes and rupees, I gave him a few paisa and his friend a bit less. The boss’ 
son got nothing, however, plenty of baksheesh being in the 60p. toast. 

Pat and I went down the hill with Mary and Nancy, lagging far behind to 
speak to the locals, examine the rich flora, (sycamores, xerophytic cacti, 
rhododendron, pointsettias, pink anemone, scotch pines, bamboo, red sticky 
flowers with spiky leaves, celandine (small yellow flowers) – all a peculiar 
mountainous combination(), watch a pitchpenny match and men grinding millet 
{pic: tree stump and oars}, scratch a lamb {photo exists in my collection!}, pick a 
flower, kiss a baby, have a pee. Yet we kept catching them because they were 
snapping furiously. The odd lorry passed us going uphill – very odd. We had a 
chat with Nancy which yielded little; Mary was plunging ahead. I thought it might 
be nice to take a short cut straight down, so we said au revoir and started 
jumping down terraces. We stopped halfway to take photo, rest, watch Richard 
pass us with the girls (he couldn’t see us), and then kids led us down the rest of 
the way on the path. 

It was a long walk yet to the village where we had paid 5 rupees for road 
tax (which some road builders had informed us was legitimate, but they were 
only smashing gravel.) There we halted for a tea and met their fierce pet 
mongoose, who had no use for us though he sat on their shoulders. We had tea 
and passed round the biscuits. The wood fire was stoked with bamboo flutes 
which nearly smoked us out. Down the road we spoke with a fellow with a baby 
on a porch where a guy was sewing on a machine. Further along we found a 
man with a little girl using a ‘terracing hoe’ {pic}. His name was Kendra Lal and 
he spoke English nicely, liked America for its wheat (which he alternated with rice 
annually) and its friendly travelers (whom he hosted and writes to in CA and NY). 
He invited us to stay at his house, which we kindly said maybe to. He hailed a 
truck which gave us an exceedingly bouncy ride to Bhagdaon, me clinging sore-
armed to parallel slats. Hoping to avoid clipped larynx, Pat on the floor, several 
other blokes hanging on. We went thru small villages with loud greeting, passed 
straw mats with drying grains and people going about daily chores.

We walked thru the town slowly, leisurely: stopped to hear radios of lads, 
exchange tobacco with old man while many looked on (gave several puffs [of my 
turk’s head meerschaum] and all my tobacco away before the walk was done.), 
watched people trim yellow maize with hooked scythes, handed out paisa to 



snotty-nosed girl (others chased us but I was adamant), told four German boys 
on bicycles to drop bikes and hitch. 1:30 at Bhagdaon cutoff had chai at roadside 
and hitched lift with first car (Land Rover bought from tourists!) into town. Post 
office again yielded nothing so we walked to main street and tried to find food 
(also checking booze and film prices) ended up at Yeti, where we downed 
delicious fried ‘chops’, cauliflower, dhania leaves, and tea. All young lads there, 
two arm-around-each-other eating potatoes in sauce with free hand. Sat at N 
table again. Cosy place, no furriners. 

At the tiny temple by the bell we saw Chris, who said Marian was not 
coming, we could find him at the tea house smoking. The coin-changer had silver 
¼ R in very fine shape for 1.25. Talk about money merchants in the temple! 
Things seemed under minimal control at camp, so Pat and I retired for a few 
hours to cuddle and coo, re-emerging at 7:30 to find all present and accounted 
for except Lords. 

The pork had unfortunately been diced and appeared suspiciously fatty for 
40 rupees worth. Hmmm. The cook made hot-poit of gravy, but curried, not from, 
pork. We took a vote and decided sweet and sour was outr best way out at this 
point. Several other guests inexplicably arrived, though the place had been quiet 
all week, and required forcible removal, not popular. Barbara bought cheese, 
went out for cashews and raisins; Mike got apple and lemon pies from Bishnu’s 
[famous Pie Shop]. We had a long wait while incompetent unprepared staff 
scuffled to clean plates, prepare rice, everything at the last minute. First bite 
taken before nine, however, though Barbara felt bad because her date had to 
wait.

{ten seat diagram: P, My, N, Rn, Mk; B, R, Ma, C, F}
The joint I had really set me up fine, and I was flying in half an hour. Time 

got mixed or stopped or repeated, handing dishes, bones sliding down gullet, 
cold plashes of chung, stuffing, picking, slurping pork fat, {grease mark!}, gap, 
good, Merry Christmas! Mumbling with Chris and Mike, conscious of observers 
on right with mixed feelings, enjoyed grub. As it became obvious we could not 
finish it all, I trotted up to the square to round up some kids. A sanyassin was at 
the Inn Eden. I told him to hang on. Several boys materialized from one. A stoned 
one – about 20, his friend stood by him -- was rejected; we trotted off like Coxey’s 
Army, across the dim dogprowling marketplace desert. Approving remarks from 2 
at the Cosmic Hash Party. The place was off guard when we struck – more 
people in side room, guests scattered when the kids hit: Mary and Nancy 
disappeared (disapproved?) immediately. Pie plates and cheese still on table. 
Kids sat orderly and we began to wait on them. Sanyassin required special 
preparation (not leftovers) so we made him veggie curry. I ate my pie and cheese 
while a couple of fellows poured me some whisky. Mike took photo then 
disappeared. Barbara [footnote: a sweet, thoughtful, reliable, modest girl, Peace 
Corps stint in Malaysia over] ran off with her date. Rest of us endured, enjoying 
the scene: 6 little kids eating like mad and stuffing their pockets with cheese, 
onions, cigarettes. It was gratifying to see them: made Christmas more so. They 
marched home to bed whne finished, we split up gradually, paid R1 extra. Were 
wished M.C. by several onlookers and retired tired & happy.



26-XII-1970, Saturday, KATMANDU (333.3)

Down at sparrowfart to Bishnu’s for chai and pie, writing diary. Getting 
behind annys me but I prefer doing to recording. Was alone there with family for 
half an hour., Bishnu Sr. looks like Max Roach, and his younger son is his deaqd 
ringer. The littlest girl came jiving down the staircase fingerpoppin’ and singin’, 
and I encouraged her to the delight of others. When she disappeared up the 
staircase, she kept looking back. Sister was chatting with a very beautiful 
girlfriend, and they laughed in the excited, sexy way that Phyllis or Japanese 
women in films do. (Later prompting a remark by boorish Perth-ite that ‘some of 
these judies’d look pretty good if they only wore some decent clothes.’) In fact the 
crusts are too thin, the apples too mushy, the meringue’s too watery, but all is 
forgiven for the familiar flavours of ‘mom’s pie’! Yet it seems sadly ironic to plod 
through these particularly squalid alleys, as Soaltee Oberoi people do in droves, 
to indulge oneself in a couple of bits of tart the price of which would feed a family 
for a day. And that line in Frommer about beggars in India: “Resist giving the 
pathetic figures in front of your hotel any money. The government requests you 
to. Many are professionals who are better off than you are.” Sweet Jesus!

Pat and I decided to economise by buying cheese (2--), rolls (--50), then 
went to Capitol for 3 boiled eggs (2.70) and skimpy bowl of noodles (1--) and tea 
(--60), total bloody 7! Later with that. Pat went to see about her ring, I wrote a bit, 
and Richard came in. I got R.162.50 for $10 when the lads came round: three 
changes, two increases, but that’s the limit. A fellow had previously offered R.17, 
but that was suspect; yet we’ll give him $20 for booze, if we see him.

Belisat had an ochre pullover toque which I liked; he said they were in the 
market for 5.50. We went over and they were 7. Narain Sthreshthra came by, 
grteeted us warmly, discovered that the 7’s were better. I bought one, Belisat 
disappeared. A cute sharp little kid, very pretty, must take his picture. No camera 
today and we missed it. I brought film for development, but foolishly bought none. 
Pat left hers at hotel.

We cut north into the back streets, looking here and there. I loved the 
Ashok BHAIRAB Temple and so sat sketching it for half an hour {exists in blue 
notebook?} not failing to draw a crowd, little kids mugging at me through the 
central gold window, me breaking them up with faces back. Pat bought oranges, 
noted prices which were fair, sat and looked. The temple has as many different 
designs and facets as a gem, but was thick and funny-looking and hotch-potch. I 
enthused over a shop front with tremendously good carvings around frieze-
Gothic heads, rampant gods, etc., all in brown-black [enamel], with bean and 
flour selling going on below. We stopped for tea and a tough, spicy plate of 
buffalo bits. I’ve been afraid to attempt buffalo steak. 

Wandering further, we found a stupa set into a courtyard studded with 
lingas. Pat liked it because it was sunny and full of kids, so she encouraged me 
to draw it while she attempted to read Bloody Jeeves (chauvisitic folderol!) but 
was not allowed to by the kids, who also swamped me. I had a long but stubby 
pencil, painstakingly did white stucco gate head first, lightly and the nearest 



lingus (lingam?) and the perspective was not too bad except on peaked bronze 
gates of the stupa itself. The eyes were most important factor and they were OK. 
(In fact, Pat was very keen on it and showed it to Betty.) 

We wandered toward the American Embassy, marvelously dull and 
restrained building happily, but their loo was shut, and we found a Nepali public 
one before we found the Annapurna. Through swank district: new concrete gray 
detached houses. Bought treacle toffee among many vendors. Back ion the main 
street, we met Betty and hit the Indira, full of English-speaking Nepali dolly (dali-
birds) ogling their own boys and westerners, for expensive tea and poor service. 
We had tea, Betty paid 1.25 for “mutton” samosa. She’s a very sweet, puckish, 
receptive chick. I hope we see her more south. (?!) Made a date to see her and 
Polly tomorrow AM. 

Pat and I then strolled campward and picked up the laundry, had tea with 
Richard. The English bloke and Swedish blonde were there, reading as usual 
junk novels; what a wonderful face that girl has. After a while we went to 
Sheshthra’s house where we potted rakshee, munched suety momos, Jelly Roll 
Morton, talked money, cars, spirituality, motivations. They want to export to US – 
good idea. They promised a bottle of booze and showed interest in the car – 
another possibility. Both father and son are extremely high-strung, the old man 
coughs and splutters as he talks, rendering his English difficult to understand. He 
is a handsome man but he bugs his eyes out when he talks; son inscrutable 
squint. They have many misconceptions about drugs and hippies. Ate a bit of 
chow at Tashi’s Trek Shop, catering to a lot of Deutschsprechers, with collage 
walls, bustling cheerful staff, horrendous kitchen and loo, nice tables, menus, 
food, prices, and atmosphere. Should’ve been there before. Very tired, bed late. 
Curling up in bag on the floor, huddled like piggies.

27-XII-1970, Sunday, KATMANDU (337)

Bishnu says slicing his pies hot makes them spread; they never got a chance to 
cool properly. He should make them an hour earlier, maybe? Wrote for an hour 
over hot tea and mushy chocolate meringue – cake tomorrow. Silent servant in 
great gray cloak doesn’t seem to do anything but guard. Peeks of misty green 
vegetable plots between the narrow houses; fountain strewn with buffalo skulls, 
buring the hide off a carcass this morning. Ah, the cycle of life is so real, so 
immediately evident in this slum! Kids at marble game, falling on hands into tiny 
earth plot grooved like a pinball maze. Bathed in 2/3 of a bucket of warm water – 
aah! Dropped in on Chris and split an early joint; he could not Made Marian, who 
was roused over this black, Emil. He is a loveable practical guy, and he let me 
have a hunk of Grass Cob. I gathered Pat and the 3 of us went over to the chia 
house where Chris was; we had tea and I smoked a bit, getting myself quickly 
high: languorous, analytical, amused, inspired, silly. Somehow it had gotten late, 
so in the square, when Chris had had his boot bashed by his cobbler, we hopped 
a cab to Samjanta’s Hotel to see Betty and Polly. Richard was there, and we sat 
about bullshooting, me writing sporadically while car emptied to transport all, our 
largest load yet. 



Somehow, when Richard was lured into a test drive by the manager of the 
hotel, we all went to The Nook to eat and talk. The food was very good in that 
simple clean tea-shop atmosphere, with light and curtains. Betty and I split 
mutton pillau and chicken pineapple, Polly had tastes with paratha, and Pat had 
sandwich and Chris tea. By the time Richard had a plate and we left, it was 2:30. 
How we mope about in cities! Everything deters one from getting around. Polly 
and Betty have similarities: self-effacing, demure, frank, witty, thoughtful. But 
Betty is somewhat more kiddish and sisterly, while Polly is more reserved but 
intense. She interests me. Funny, I can never remember what things were said, 
but only the aura of the talk and place. 

We drove out to Banaju, past the industrial estate to a park with fountains 
– a bit planned, concrete, and new, but pleasant enough. Young guides spoke 
with Betty mainly; we wandered past pools with large and small fish (mostly gold) 
and an end-strip of 22 crocodile-head spouts coming out of a wall, dropping six 
feet, clear and clean (and cold). Some youngbloods were preening themselves, 
one or two still bathing, shaving gear and mirrors strewn about. As we ascended 
the hill, bleak cages of pheasants, deer, and one or two other lonely beasts 
crossed our paths, as well as locked and bedraggled ‘picnic houses.’ As we got 
up into timber, the valley spread out warm, yellow, and misty, with white dots of 
buildings amid big hills beyond. Smoked a bit more and the conversation took a 
merry turn, the trees came down, and faces expressed things and colors 
brightened. When Pat went up the road for a walk alone, and I was too strung out 
to climb up to see a Buddha, our two guides began to play seven-card gin, with 
wild cards. Most of the games we’ve seen out of Europe seem to use wild cards 
pretty freely, sweetening the game of chance. The older one soon had a few 
coins from the young one with the Sherpa cap. These kids learn English without 
school through sheer utility – if they can talk to the tourists, they can make 
money.

All together we angled down the mountain, out the gate, climbed into the 
Rover, and headed NW towards Trikili (43 miles). Amazing how our three guests 
got a big jolt out of a jeep ride, quite a novelty after planes. We only went about 5 
miles, though, as it was evident we wouldn’t be getting any view of the Himalayas 
for ages, just one hill after another. Nagarkot must be the easiest spot from which 
to view the big ones within scope of Katmandu, from all the hilltops and 
labyrinthine Mahatharatas. The presence of The Big Ones is always felt if not 
seen. Langtang sticks its white nose up everywhere. We stopped for a second by 
a terraced valley. I passed out fives to five kids, amazed, off the tourist track.

Back down at the main dairy Chris (Clark Christoph Phillips of San 
Francisco and Mexico City) and I purchased over a kilo of cheddar; a luscious 
Scots girl was there – big eyes, cute note, & fine rump – with a basket of milk 
bottles, visiting her WHO parents from Southampton at college. We shared a 
bottle of milk, then took the cheese back to the enthralled American girls. At their 
hotel we dug in (butter, too!) and tea arrived. Chris got off on the New Left, 
seemed reasonable, and gave facts that startled: “If India ceases to have bumper 
crops, millions will starve. You’ve got to depend on the land (not Wall Street).” 
Betty gave us a couple of delicately plunked banjo tunes with a thin, shy voice 



that didn’t seem to be in comfortable key – too high or too low: that was 
refreshingly backwoods. She’s from East Longmeadow Mass, and Polly’s from 
Pocatello, Idaho. Richard brought Chris and me to Pashi’s then got the girls. 
Chris and I split a joint, though id’ been falling asleep. Betty stayed home (tired!), 
we ate bits and pieces, had tea, chatted. There were lots of Germans there, 
orderly and sitting straight. Barbara was there with other friends. Polly was 
intrigued by atmosphere. We dropped her off and headed towards our gray, 
dismal, but very intriguing little home, the New Matchbox, where one lad was 
studying his English alphabet while the other was plodding through Nepali. 

28-XII-1970, Monday, KATMANDU (341)
Spent a lot of time on my own today. Made Bishnu’s a habit, though, 

taking Pat. Had a lot of things to ‘do’ which included no sightseeing. Big city 
syndrome of rush-rush but accomplish nil, softened by the presence of amiable 
western bodies. Film ruined, great disappointment, must ditch camera; boys in 
shop concerned with payment or damage. Since boss was absent they just 
ignored my ravings and hoped I’d leave. Met Pat and ate huge dishes of egg foo 
yong and chop suey at The Capital, our favorite hangout, it seems. She took me 
to her jeweler and my Tibetan silver coin turned out to be a Bhutan metal one! 
Well, I hope the rupees went to a good bit of the Tibetan cause. Pat tried to get 
me a silver 50p. coin at the little temple of the moneychanger at the corner of the 
Camp Street, and I pushed on to the Ministry of Education at Singha Durbar. It 
was a long, flat, empty road, which went straight through a small temple 
compound with lingas and a baby girl chasing a puppy off the mats of drying 
millet wands. The building was large, white, limed, solitary, and imposing outside, 
rather dark and creaking and narrow in staircases. A man showed me to the M of 
E office, and I spoke with the Minister, a Mr. Lal Prathan, and another man at his 
office, V. Singha. We talked about the US, education and politics, and I’m afraid I 
became a bit vociferous on a few points I wished to emphasize. They gave me a 
few addresses, and said that the government schools would be shut until March 
1. [They] recommended private “English medium” [of communication] schools. Mr 
Singha said I could stay at his house rent-free if I spoke periodically with his six-
year-old nephew. This seemed exceedingly attractive, and I had visions of 
jumping ship here and now, trusting to my impulsive nature. I took his number 
and said I’d call, at least. 

[September 14, 1891, 9:45 AM, birth of Mr. Ray, Chokkidar, at Ranchi 
Inspection Bungalow]

Then my Jesuitical penchant drew me out towards Paten, where I sought 
out the Saint Xavier School, High, boys, 99% Nepali, 300. Lots of priests on the 
IN/OUT register. Met Father Coyne from Chicago, getting into a white Land 
Rover, dressed in white, young, spectacled, dry self-deprecating humor (“I’m just 
small change around here”) who said that the man to see was Father Cachat 
(‘cash-ay’) but he was out on the motor scooter. I waited an hour reading 
Beaudelaire (dark moments) and the Jesuit yearbook (globetrotting do-gooders) 
stressing Catholicity of domain and unanimity of purpose. The building was 
rambling and functional (St. Anthony, Lahore) with astonishingly camp neo-Hindu 



walls and pillars out front (cream, red, [swastikas] missing). I caught an open, 
rickety ’48 Chevy turck down to the river for 60 paisa.

I walked along the very filthy riverside, shivering in my shirt, back to the 
Camp, where I encountered Sharon Powers reading hilarious lump of letters from 
the States in her stitched Afghan jacket, and Marcello Capri, a tall, slender 
cadaverous intellectual aware Torinese, who gave his address and many insights 
into modern Italy: the Vatican’s powers and monies are not what they used to be 
and are still reputed to be; such it is with institutions, fame outlives actualities. He 
also foresees war between US / Europe / Russia and South America / Africa / 
China. The haves vs. the have-nots: a revolution in the world community. Quite 
feasible, one thinks (so does Chris.) Pat and Richard came and went. Marcello’s 
English was poor and my Italian head was strained. 

Up at Darbar Square we ran across Polly and Betty, latter chasing German 
who’s off for at dawn for Everest to check out trekking pointers. The Katmandu 
Lodge styles itself as the intellectual hangout of K., which all the staff readily 
avers. Ha ha. Marcello appreciated the humor if not the jist, with wide-eyed 
quizzical smile. We went up to the Capital where P, R, Basirat, and Chris all 
were, and several other dining heads. The low ceiling and claustrophobic walls 
and the riddle of the Double Ninth, with Mao [Tse Tung] and the King Mahendra 
overseeing, seemed very cosy. Unfortunately, P & B copped out to see Peace 
Corps advisors on trekking.

We had a fine meal, at which I tried to get Chris and Marcello to gab, but 
language barrier proved too much and Chris ended up reminiscing about Mexico 
and San Francisco State. Basirat said boo all evening, and we broke after 1½ 
hours. Chrfis stoned on fine hash, Richard tired, Pat, Marcello and I went to 
Kwality for a Tuborg and Tashi’s (Closed) and The Snowman (Crowded, what a 
menu!) Marcello coming into his own as late-flowering Italian, had fish and chips 
and we looked about at a lot of intense Deutsche-spreckers, a rather pretty Swiss 
(?) miss I’d seen at Tashi’s, a marvelously poncy native with zoot suit and long 
hair palling it manfully among the tourists. 

We walked back down through the empty marketplace, gave a few kids a 
paisa. (Marcello had gladly bought rice for a hungry orphan at Snowman’s; 
Maybe not in Napoli, eh?) The Durbar Square was deserted and dim; it was late. 
I longed to clang the bell at the corner as we went past, as a reverential farewell 
bong to the city. It was midnight. I felt good, and I knew deep down I could not 
stay – too sudden a break with Pat, too headstrong a move and unconsidered 
(haw!) Bid addio to Marcello and thanked him, hoped to see him again; such brief 
strong encounters make traveling rich.

29-XII-1970, Tuesday, 50K from BirgANj  (345)

CHRIS SOOTHED MY TETHERED BROW OF HASH WITH A BIT OF DRAGON 
FAT FROM A TINY TIN LIKE VICKS – WOW! HE SAID TIGER BALM (Hong 
Kong) IS EVEN WILDER. I haven’t seen any in India.

A lengthy ease-out departure. I woke Chris at 9 and we had a joint and 



went down to Bishnu’s where we ate pie galore.  We told Bish how to become the 
Pie Mogul of Katmandu – get the Peace Corps Kids to declare him a necessary 
force in their work and get US-AID to float him a grant so he can buy a new stove 
and make more pies than ever. And get someone to push his pies in the New 
Road restaurants that don’t make their own. Apparently, he spent all his last 
year’s bread on redecorating his establishment – they still live in respectable 
poverty – and he can’t make a lot on each slice. We strolled back to his room, 
strewn with busted chillums, matchboxes, papers, and junk. Pat was coming out 
of the shower and dropped in. Chris was packing all his stuff and making for 
Nagarkot (by bus to Bhagdaon) at last, while he had been too stoned to move the 
last few mornings: Everest instead of Teahouse at 9AM – just think! The wind and 
dogs barking instead of Frank Zappa’s Hot Rats! WoooW! We exchanged 
addresses and we ambled upstairs. He’d given me a few joints, a hunk of grass 
(half a cob) and a recent Time (Which I read all the way down the mountain). 
Another guy I hope to see again – Mexico, Frisco?

A turn at the diary, a ruffle of scruffs as we are swamped by the same kids 
asking for 2 shirts, or others asking for one. I drop by to see Mr. Singha, who 
received me with shy affability. He gave me school addresses, decks of cards, 
introduced me to his pretty neice, asked for my address in US, and a note to 
parents. I changed Pat’s money at a bgood rate and they bought 6 bottles of 
booze. Oddly sinister standing in market sunlight and sidling off into alley. The 
long [switch-backing] descent gave Richard sore arms, me sore eyes, Pat sore 
ass. We were in bad shape by the time we hit the flats and put up tents on a 
greek-brown stretch between trees, back of poles. No intruders or oglers. The 
mists rising rapidly on the hills were unearthly beautiful, fast, vaporous: dragon 
breath roaring up the hillsides, frothing over the peaks. Beans, beef, and 
scrabble in Richard’s airtight tent: first camping since Caspian Sea! (I won). 
Coming to the end of provisions: a few tins of beans and many packets of soup 
left, but most other items gone. 

30-XII-1970, Wednesday, MOKAMEH (347)

BHARAT = INDIA [hindi]

Richard drove hell-for-leather to the border, where we stopped in the same 
Nepalese thatched hut in a garden, the same Indian customs check to neutralize 
the carnet (a superficial look inside) and the same police check cubbyhole to sign 
the guest book – yet all the faces were different, and no tourists to speak of. The 
Nepal [official] bashed a big triangle on the first page of my passport. I admired 
his boldness and intrepid decision, was shocked but amused. Back to the tropical 
climate and darker, more sensual women balancing loads, flared nostrils, bright 
eyes, gleaming teeth – also variety of palms, some straight, some crazily jagged 
(where tapped deeply) with a roundish frond at the top, elliptical in the wind. 
There were a few fumps [sic] in the road when we hit them. The Ganges was no 
wider or grayer, the yacht was where it had been, white as death. For the most 
part, my nose was buried in Jeeves, quickly finished and forgotten, though the 



high-toned logic of madness tcikels while reading and the Further Adventures of 
the Swami of India, whose remarkable personality is frequently obscured in the 
meaningless welter of names and whistle-stops; I wish they’d concentrate more 
on his words and teachings. As the afternoon wore (on and my nerves) we 
arrived again at Mokameh, and got a room in the “Bangalow””. I did a re-sort of 
Pat-packed things. I’m sorry I didn’t shuck more items in Katmandu, like books, 
camera, etc. We strolled the wrong way into food area, me in my hurting Afghan 
clodhoppers. Back toward the station (south of the D.B., which was swarming 
with rail users (pilgrims?) who slept on our porch.) We had a slap-up hot meal, 
but did not match Khan’s genius for sauce made with offal. The service was over-
efficient, and we drew a crowd which, like flies, had to be forcibly waved away at 
intervals, but came quickly back. 

Took out my picture deck, but P & R were n’t interested, except in pictures. 
Gave Joker to Ashok K. Varna, and we had a quick 7-card gin game, with Mr. S. 
P. Singh, a heavy little frustrated hard-drinking traffic warden. Ashok was very 
quick, track star as photo on his wall testified; we continued the game in his tiny 
room by corner of D.B. alley and he won most hands. After tea and pan down the 
road, we watched 10-man 3-card poker in den of iniquity next door. By 
candlelight, pots of 5+ rupees changed hands. Man by me won four in a row 
(including 10 R each showdown) when my deck was inaugurated. Lights never 
came on again. Ashok ran for cigs, tea (in earthenware cups) and thus helped 
the hot game to continue. I left unnoticed; the boys guided me with a torch.


